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Introduction: CAM in healthcare and its relevance in present day challenges.
Defining the space of Homeopathy in Healthcare.
Need of Integrative models for present day healthcare.
Discussion: Homeopathy as a personalized medicine with mind-body engagement which penetrates into genetics and modulates 
by epigenetic changes.
Renewed understanding on failing conventional medicines in NCD's, drug-resistance and advanced organ specializations, 
correction and replacement techniques in the light of its evolution from the past - Cartesian philosophy and psycho-physical 
parallelism.
Is pharma and conventional medical doctors to be labelled the real culprits or what was indoctrinated into them pushing them 
across centuries drifting from mind-body relationship and towards organ specialization and the menace that resulted.
Mentions & slides on research publications on examples of integrative healthcare models in research in homeopathy.
Engaging with new paradigms on integrating successful areas in healthcare converging priorities into eachother.
Positioning worlds second most popular healthcare in the space of personalized medicine well integrating with successful models 
in conventional healthcare and their capabilities in managing acutes states, emergencies, trauma and in critical care.
Developing protocols for integrative healthcare with homeopathy at the focus it deserves.
Creating global sensitization across CAM on personalized healthcare front and as integrable models in healthcare.
Conclusion: Positioning Homeopathy and its understanding based on the groundbreaking researches in the past decade related 
to genetics, pharmaco-chemistry, pathogenic trials, cell-line studies, nano-science, molecular-biology, high-dilution reaearch and 
many more.
The future angles of research in Homeopathy. 
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